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Recently, in [3], Catlin proved the following extension of Brooks’ Theorem [2]. 
T&eortln 1. Let G be u connected graph with muximcrm degree A(G) = h. If G is 
neither complete nor an odd cycle, then there exists an h-coloring of G with a 
monmhromatic maximum independent set. 
In addition to being of some interest for itself, Theorem 1, as Catlin pointed 
out, provides a proof of the following conjecture of Albertson, Bollob& and 
Tucker [ 11. 
Conjecture 2. If a graph H with A(H) = h does not contain Kh and H is neither of 
two specified graphs HI and Hz, then there is an h-colorzng of 14 such that me 
monochromatic set h3s more than IV(H)1 /h points. 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 below combine to give an immediate proof to 
Conjecture 2. 
Theorem 3. (Albertson, BollobBs: and Tucker [I].) If H is a graph with no Kh 
subgraph, A(H) = h, and H is neither H, nor Hz (r~s in Conjecture 2), then c1 
maximum independent set of H has more ,‘han (V(H)) Ih points. 
We now give our proof of ‘Theorem 1 which is significantly shorter than Catlin’s 
proof and emphasizes the use of Kempc paths. 
]Proof of Theorem 1. By Brooks Theorem, G has an h-colvrmg. Among all 
L-colorings of G, select one which hzs a maximum independent SCI S with :I 
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II, For each, ;rr itl S - $, kte &sts a shoflest push PU with pints aZtemateZy COZoRxi 
c, aml I. from v to a pint of St. &r otherwise, let GU be the component 
contaking D of the graph indu*=d by al! points colored c, or 1. Interchange colors 
1 and c, on Ga. This results in an k-coloring of G with SI U {v} a monochromatic 
subset of the maximu& independent set S. This contradicts our assumptions 
about § and &. 
2. Let w={w1, wa, ,..., ,ly,} be &e ~8 of prints colored 1 which am Q d;acent with 
at least ime pint of s- sp The-n thevv exists an h-COloring Of G with S1 
tnonOchmnatic such that each p-M Of W is adjacent with at least One pint of each 
COfOT 2,3, . . . , 12. For each w E w’ which is not adjacent with scn~c olor among 
273 , . . . , h we recolor w with &e missing &or. This results in an h-coloring of G 
with the required properties. 
# / 
3. FM the cOloring given in 2, r < IS - $1. For otherwise, IS, U W/b ISI > I&l, and 
S1 Li %V is monc~chromatk which again contradicts our choice of & and S. 
In Order to obtain a fin~i contradiction, observe that, for each v in S - S1, the 
second> pknt on I?, is an element of W. By Property 3 there must be some w in W 
and some uJ: v in S - S1 such that w is the second point of both PU and P,,. If 
c, = c,, then from the fact that PU and PO are both shortest patba to SI, it follows 
that w is adjacent with 3 points colored c,. By Property 2, h - 2 points colored 
c2 3 ,~,~J+-kJ are abo adjacent o w. This contradicts that deg w g h. IIf 
c, Z c,, then y is adjacent with 2 points colored c,, 2 points colored c,,, and h - 3 
points colored (2, . . . , h}- {G, c,}. Again we have a contradiction and the 
theorem is proved. 
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